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Tunisian Arabic transcript: 

 
���ل�,+ و() ا&% $#"ل  � -%. �97�و 8 56.7 234 ا 01/ -  .:��و 8 -�ش 7@#? $<=5 آ�ن  3� () ،C6 �D C

C6@D C6@D ،ارF4ش 7@#? ا��ب، (�و 8 -HI7.$<=5 . ا ��J ا �K3@4 8%L=M ك و 7#"ل�� ن3PQ@8 ه��8 ه�ك و  ، .
 ،C9واض �Kآ) انTQ��:C واضC9 و )ça y est ���I� هFاك Iف 4@? ا%XQ7 ش��,+ و() ا&"ر $#"ل  �، . آ�ن -

�H>  51) $<=5 آ�ن (�. ا X[ 5)ت، ا]X) دار آ3H%ة ،C��ل 7�4^ ان^ -[ -�ش 67@[ &)XP 2 ا� ^_%>7 ،%3H7<%_^ آ
�4)ة `� ^=��ش 67@[ - +3P- ()ش وا(X#7 �� ،aه��د و _H>  (4��د$C او �<="$Cآ%$a و $`��4)ة `��,+ و() . $<=5 

�%ا_#^  ^ا b0%اب 97�: $#"ل  �ا&%   .9- ^:"Q��ك � 5=>$ (X#7 8آ��)$,�  <H) او $<=5 �,e انH7 d)ا 5c97 و 
 23>� fPش �,$() ^XP$ 5 أ fP1 5 ا=>$ ���ش ه" _5 ا 9� C هiF ه5، (� C او 3@>7� 5H@I او ا:�-5 ا- C T`0 ا

� 5H@IهiF ه5 H �D ." 5 ا_ %X#� (H4 ?@4 5c97 dان e,0_ dآ8 ان�� ،%X#� dآ8 7#"ل  ^ ان�� ،^4��ت 7H:ا
j �  ش $#"ل�- ��� ]@d  8 انd 7"ا:^ -� k$(9  ^ ه" د$%اآ0Q" ا� 87(X[ �� dأ 5 ان aDر ،�� X#7 i)ن5 أن�� Fات ا-

_0,+ و() ا&% . أ 5 �#X% _5 ا 9�:C هF$�أ 5 ه" �2 ا )ا&+ 4�رف، أ 5 ه" . ا b0%اب 97�  ^ �%ا_#^: $#"ل  �
�هjjj 5=>$ C3 . آl و آ<CH (@"ة...   �$#"ل- C:�� C3H و �2 -<) 7#"ل (�:H7@I C)ا انd _5 وk$() mI و 7#"ل (K=>�

P1 4@? اc97 dأ 5 ان fP1 ا n� Mو fة"@) CH>و آ lة، آ"@) C0@c- ^32 -<) 7%ض��%ةه�ك و ه�ك، . 5 �<^ و  
�ه5  ه�ك�%ةه�ك و - aQ`3I "أ 5 ه  %o��ل 4@? &,�� ن80b ن`J9Q% -%شC ا� "K7 ل�,�M5 ا=>$ �=@[ ��a آ03jj ف

  5_ aK4��آ/ 7Qن"c 3" _5 اb$ ،aKQ[3" _5 وb$ jjjC=3>� C �) ?@4 "#H6=$ ،aKQL9 .  
   

 
English Transcript: 

 
Another proverb tells you: Do not try to cover the eye of the sun with the ghorbal1. It 
means that if you noticed that something is wrong, do not keep on doing it. Do not try to 
find reasons and do not try to find excuses; wrong is wrong. It means don’t try to ignore 
it and say: No…it’s not like that… I don’t think that it is like that… If the thing is clearly 
wrong and you are sure that it is wrong, ça y est2, you have to act on the basis that it is 
wrong. 
Another proverb tells you: If you are knocking on a house door, choose a big house to 
knock on its door.  Once you decide to ask for help, look for a generous person first. A 
person of whom you are quite sure that among his virtues is generosity, helpfulness and 
understanding.  Don’t ask for help from a stingy person. I mean any kind of help –
financial or mental help. Another proverb tells you: The scabby person always has itching 
elbows. It means… For instance, you are saying something but you are not addressing a 
specific person by your speech. But the person who felt concerned by your speech or 
positive or negative comment (in this proverb or case it is always negative)… For 
example, you are talking about someone who is not doing his job as he should be doing 
it. You will not tell this person directly that he is slacking on doing his duties. But he will 
feel aimed at and will tell you: Ah! Are you talking about me? Even though you did not 
mention it clearly that you are targeting him with your words. The proverb tells you: The 

                                                 
1 Ghorbal: A pan with holes used mainly to cook couscous.  
2 Ça y est: that’s it 
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scabby person always has itching elbows. It means that from inside he knew that he is the 
guilty one.  
Another proverb tells you: One slap and one sweet. It means that while you are talking to 
someone, you say something bad that he did, which is hurtful, and than you mention 
something good that he did also just to comfort him. One slap and one sweet is a good 
system… So… like we said, the proverbs are… Now I cannot remember a lot of them 
since they come in a specific context and moment; they can be valid for specific 
situations.   
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